
Important Notice.
* The price set out or referred to herein is a recommended price only and 
there is no obligation to comply with the recommendation. Specifications 
and price subject to change without notice. Valid as at 1st May 2005.

Peugeot Automobiles Australia is the trading name of Sime Darby 
Automobiles Pty. Limited (ACN 000 426 282).

Peugeot Automobiles Australia, 
Locked Bag 206, 

Silverwater NSW 1811
www.peugeot.com.au
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Your Peugeot Dealer

ENGINEERED TO BE ENJOYED

A C C E S S O R I E S

PEUGEOT recommends that accessories be fitted 
by suitably qualified persons. Please discuss any fitting 
requirements with your Peugeot dealer.

407 Sedan & Touring



1
  Alloy Wheel 

HORTAZ DIAMANTEE
(5 SPOKE 7 J 17 CH 5-48)

Your vehicle is extraordinary - make 
it unique! Amongst the accessories 
most likely to be noticed, the alloy 
wheel occupies a privileged position. 
The Peugeot Hortaz wheel has been 
designed with this in mind.
Innovative with a diamanté finish, a set 
of Peugeot alloy wheels add a sporty, 
classy touch that makes a vehicle stand 
out from the crowd.
Peugeot alloy wheels provide all the 
assurances in terms of quality and 
safety as they are checked by a unitary 
X-ray test and a series of impact, fatigue 
and bump tests that aftermarket wheels 
are not generally subjected to, because 
of a lack of regulatory constraint. It 
is worth heeding the manufacturer’s 
recommendation regarding alloy 
wheels, which are a safety product, as 
the specifications directly contribute 

to vehicle road holding. More than 
reputations are at stake!

Part Number: 9607F1

2
   Boot Spoiler (requires painting)

Designed by PEUGEOT Style, this boot 
spoiler accentuates the dynamism whilst 
respecting the philosophy and elegance 
of the vehicle. The composite materials 
used in its manufacture guarantee 
excellent resistance to climatic and 
mechanical demands. The boot spoiler 
is supplied ready to be painted, in 
a kit complete with all fittings and 
instructions. A set of 2 balance units 
P/N 9614X6 can be installed as an 
optional extra to make the boot easier 
to open.

Part Number: 9614V8 Sedan

3
 Boot Liner 

The thermo-shaped boot tray is dark 
grey in colour with 40mm high edges. 

It matches the interior design of the 
vehicle to the functionality of the luggage 
compartment without interfering with 
the use of such equipment as the CD 
stacker and is compatible with the 
various fixing attachments provided.
Proudly carrying the Peugeot logo, the 
boot tray protects the vehicle against 
the ravages of everyday use. 

Part Number: 9664QN Sedan
Part Number: 9664QL Touring

4
 Boot Carpet Velour 

Boot carpet is manufactured from 
quality tufted velour at 450gm/m2 in 
100% polyamide, perfectly matching the 
shape of the floor panel with excellent 
floor hugging characteristics.
The carpet is discretely embroidered 
with the 407 logo and adds that top-
of-the-range level of luxury to an area 
that is often overlooked.

Part Number: 9664RG Sedan
Part Number: 9664RF Touring 
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1
  CD Stacker *

This cartridge style CD stacker 
conveniently mounts out of the way 
in a special compartment in the boot. 
It holds 6 CD’s to keep your favourite 
music at your fingertips.

* Also requires harness and hardware.

Part Number: 6564E1

CD Stacker Harness

Part Number: 9706AF

CD Stacker Hardware

Part Number: 6560Q3 x 2

and 6920A2 x 4

2
  

Floor Mats Rubber

This pair of rubber mats is a totally new 
exclusive design which features an anti-
tear underside provided by stitching 
on the back and edging designed to 
prevent dirt from entering the vehicle, 
and offer very effective protection for 
the original carpet. Displaying the 407 
logo on the driver’s mat and enjoying a 

fresh new look, the mats are not only 
attractive but also very practical. Set of 
front and rear mats.

Part Number - Front: 9664RE
Part Number - Rear: 9664RA

3
  Floor Mats Dark Grey (4) 

These floor mats are of very good 
quality 650gm/m2 density carpet 
in 100% polypropylene needleprick 
Dilours, with black overcast stitching 
finishing the edges.. 
The driver’s side mat is embroidered 
with the 407 logo and has a reinforced 
heelpad heat-sealed in a black velour 
finish and fittings designed to ensure 
perfect retention inside the vehicle.

All mats have an anti-slip backing and are 
a most practical way of preserving the 
interior, being strong and comfortable 
and easily removable from the vehicle 
for cleaning. Set of front and rear mats.

Part Number: 9664RC

4
   Floor Mats Anthracite Grey 

Velour (4) 

These top of the range tufted velour 
mats perfectly match the contours of 
the floor panel and elegantly protect 
the original carpet.

Manufactured from “CLASSIC” quality 
in 450gm/m2, 100% polyamide, they 
are trimmed in Nubuck and have the 
407 logo embroidered on the driver’s 
mat which also has fittings designed 
to ensure perfect retention inside the 
vehicle, while all mats have an anti-slip 
backing. Set of front and rear mats.

Part Number: 9664SC

5
    

Headlight Covers

Moulded to suit the superb aerodynamics 
of the 407, these covers provide extra 
protection for the headlights against 
stone chips and the abrasive effect of fine 
dust particles in the air and are discrete 
enough not to detract from the style and 
philosophy of the vehicle design. 

Part Number: 9160301
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1
  First Aid Kit 

The first aid kit comes as a soft wallet 
in blue with the Peugeot logo. Contents 
of this top of the range kit include 
necessities like adhesive dressing, a roll 
of sticking plaster, scissors, sling, survival 
sheet, sterile gauze, compression 
bandages, vinyl gloves and a First Aid 
Manual.

Part Number: 9652YP

2
   
Wind Deflector Set 

The set of front door wind deflectors 
provide an excellent means of 
improving comfort when you wish 
to drive with the windows slightly 
open, by preventing rain drops from 
entering the passenger compartment.
In addition, the shape of the deflectors 
integrate discretely with the styling of 
the vehicle.

Part Number: 9621G6

3
   Mudflaps Moulded Front

(can be painted) 
Created by the Peugeot Style Centre, 
these “style” mudflaps are manufactured 
from composite material to perfectly 
match the lines of the vehicle and can 
be painted in the colour of the vehicle. 
They combine efficiency with appearance 
by protecting the paintwork from 
damage caused by water and dirt being 
thrown up by the wheels. 
Fitment of mudflaps shows consideration 
for the safety of other road users by 
reducing spray in wet weather thereby 
improving visibility.

Part Number: 9603L9

4
   Mudflaps Moulded Rear

(can be painted) 

Part Number: 9603N0 Sedan

Part Number: 9603N1 Touring

5
  Mobile Phone Bluetooth Kit*

Designed to be used with “Bluetooth” 
compatible phones. Incorporating the 
latest in telephone technology, this 
hands-free phone kit offers full voice 
control over major functions and mutes 
the radio during calls.

* Also requires Adaptor Harness 
970195, plus 9707WS for JBL Sound 
Systems.

Part Number: 970178

Bluetooth Adaptor Harness 

Part Number: 970195

Mobile Phone Bluetooth 
Speaker* 

* Required for JBL Sound Systems

Part Number: 9707WS
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1
  

Roof Bar Set - Sedan

Peugeot “QUICK Roof Bars” 
automatically fix into the roof panel 
anchorage points without a securing 
key, being locked into position using 
a lever incorporated into each fixing 
point. In addition to its practicality, this 
quick-fit system increases the safety and 
reliability of fitting the roof bars.
With a maximum permissible load of 
80 kg, the roof bars have lockable 
covers that ensure protection against 
theft.  In addition to wind tunnel tests to 
improve aerodynamics,  these bars are 
subject to the very strictest endurance 
tests, comply with the European “City 
Crash Test” standard and are approved 
by the TÜV.

Part Number: 9616S0 

2
   

Roof Bar Set - Touring

Fully detachable low profile design 
for 407 Touring with factory fitted 
roof rails. The end supports feature a 
low profile appearance with vehicle 

specific retaining hardware offering 
adjustibility to suit varying load carrying 
requirements.

Part Number: 9160302 

3
    

Radiator Insect Screen

This insect screen has been developed 
in Australia for those times when insect 
life abounds. The forward location of 
the screen makes it easy to clean 
after that late night interstate trip and 
being secured by six clips, it can be 
quickly installed and removed when 
not required. Not recommended for 
metropolitan driving use.

Part Number: 9160303

(2.2 litre petrol and 2.0 litre diesel only)

4
  
Safety Net

Using the latest in technical textiles 
to provide a lightweight, high tensile 
strength separation net assembly, the 
Peugeot safety net has been designed, 
developed and tested in Australia to 
meet international standards ECE-R17, 

REV 4, allowing vehicle occupants to 
travel in safety with the knowledge that 
cargo items are safely restrained. 

Part Number: 9160304 Touring

5
   

Safety Triangle Kit*

The safety triangle kit is one of those 
accessories you hope you never need 
to use. The highly reflective folding 
triangle comes in a thermo-shaped 
polyethylene case measuring 32 mm 
x 65 mm x 434 mm and weighing just 
805 gm for easy storage inside the 
vehicle. It gives optimum warning even 
at night and is stable even when windy.

* Additional components required for 
fitting.

Part Number: 964537

* Safety Triangle Fitting Kit 
Part Number: 964541

4
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1
    

Seat Cover Set Front & 
Rear 

Peugeot RAPID FIT seat covers are 
manufactured from velour cloth with 
jacquard beige relief centre section, 
100 % polyester, on 5 mm foam base 
and100 % polyester plain jersey trim on 
2 mm foam base.
The set consists of: Front - 2 seats + 
2 head restraints + storage pocket / 
Rear - 2/3 & 1/3 bench seat + 3 head 
restraints + rear armrest.
These NEW GENERATION PATENTED 
MADE-TO-MEASURE SEAT COVERS 
feature QUICK FIT ®. WITH NO 
MORE HOOKS to attach, the seat 
cover can be fitted in 3 MOVES. The 
made-to-measure trim incorporates all 
the features of the original seats and 
high quality cloth with colours that 
match the original cloth.

Only Peugeot seat covers are 
guaranteed by Peugeot to be totally 
compatible with airbags and other 

safety systems incorporated into the 
vehicle design.

Part Number: 9669J7 Sedan

Part Number: 9669C3 Touring
Titane grey jersey knit 

2
    

Seat Cover Set Front & 
Rear

Part Number: 966963 Sedan

Part Number: 9669C5 Touring 
Yoanis grey velour quickfit

3
   
Seat Cover Set Front & 
Rear

Part Number: 966998 Sedan 

Part Number: 9669C7 Touring

Yoanis beige velour quickfit 

4
  

Tow Bar

Manufactured to Australian Standards 
specifically for the 407, this quality tow 
bar features a removable tongue for 
easy storage when not in use. 

Part Number: 9160407 Sedan

Part Number: 9160408 Touring

5
    

Tow Bar Harness*
(7 PIN w/blown bulb indicator)

This wiring loom has been developed 
to incorporate all of the vehicle special 
features. In addition to deactivation 
of the parking aid when the vehicle is 
towing, this wiring loom incorporates 
the blown bulb detection function. The 
wiring loom function is carried out by 
downloading the BSI and must be fitted 
by the dealer network.

*  Additional components required for 
fitting.

Part Number: 9688V8
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